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attributed to envy. How many arguments is it worth to him, 'f you appear to act from another motive than principle! True, us eloquence is imperfect: what among men is not? la his epartees there is no playfulness, in his voice there is no flexibility, a his action there is neither dignity nor grace: but how often las he stricken you dumb with his irony! how often has he ossed you from one hand to the other with his interrogatories! Concentrated are his arguments, select and distinct and orderly iis topics, ready and unfastidious his expressions, popular his Jlusions, plain his illustrations, easy the swell and subsidence A his periods, his dialect purely Attic. Is this no merit? Is t none in an age of idle rhetoricians, who have forgotten how heir fathers and mothers spoke to them?
Aeschines.   But what repetitions 1
Phocion. If a thing is good it may be repeated ; not indeed oo frequently nor too closely, nor in words exactly the same. The repetition shows no want of invention: it shows only what s uppermost in the mind, and by what the writer is most agitated jid inflamed.
Aeschines. Demosthenes tells us himself, that he has prepared ifty-six commencements for his future speeches: how can he oresee the mam subject of them all? They are, indeed, all nvectives against Philip: but does Demosthenes imagine that 3hilip is not greatly more fertile in the means of annoyance than ny Athenian is in the terms of vituperation? And which gives nost annoyance? Fire and sword ravage far and wide: the ongue cannot break through the shield nor extinguish the :onflagration: it brings down many blows, but heals no wounds vhatever.
Phocion. I perceive in the number of these overtures to the choruses of the Furies, a stronger argument of his temerity than your acuteness hath exposed. He must have believed that Philijj could not conquer us before he had tune enough to compose and Deliver his fifty-six speeches. I differ from him widely in my calculation. But, returning to your former charge, I would rather

